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Abstract—Twitter is a popular micro-blogging website which allows users to post 140-character limit messages called tweets. We demonstrate a cheap and elegant solution – WhACKY! – to harness the multi-source information from tweets to link Twitter profiles across other external services. In particular, we exploit activity feed sharing patterns to map Twitter profiles to their corresponding external service accounts using publicly available APIs. We illustrate a proof-of-concept by mapping 69,496 Twitter profiles to at least one of the five popular external services: Flickr (photo-sharing service), Foursquare (location-based service), YouTube (video-sharing service), Facebook (a popular social network) and LastFM (music-sharing service). We evaluate our solution against a commercial social identity mapping service – FlipTop – and demonstrate the efficiency of our approach. WhACKY! guarantees that the mapped profiles are 100% true-positive and helps quantify the unintended leakage of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) attributes. During the process, WhACKY! is also able to detect duplicate Twitter profiles connected to multiple external services. We also develop a web application based on WhACKY! for perusal by Twitterers which can help them better understand unintended leakage of their PII.

I. Research Motivation and Aim

Due to the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, there has been a swift rise in the number of social networking services. Internet users utilize these social networks to connect and share information and diverse kinds of media with each other. Twitter is one such immensely popular micro-blogging website which allows users to share short 140-character messages with each other. Twitterers connect with other users via a subscription feature called Follow. Twitter provides its registered users with other features to interact with each other, such as: reply or mention (@-message), repost (Retweet or RT), private messages (direct messages or DM), favorites and lists (categorization of users). Twitter has recently added capabilities to natively post images within the Twitter web interface [1]. However, Twitter does not provide users with built-in options to share diverse kinds of media, such as video and music. Nonetheless, these features are a Unique Selling Point of akin niche social networks like YouTube, LastFM and Foursquare. Several popular web services such as YouTube, Foursquare and LastFM are designed to allow users to share different kinds of information and media. Studies show that social networks that combine information from multiple sources enhance user social experience [2]. Twitterers frequently share content hosted on external services like LastFM, YouTube and Foursquare.

To demonstrate why a user would choose to exhibit the above-described behavior, consider the following example. Alice creates an account on Twitter with the screen name alice to post her daily life activities and engage in conversations with fellow Twitterers. Alice feels the need to share interesting videos with her Twitter followers and discovers that Twitter does not allow users to directly share videos with each other. Alice is, however, aware that YouTube is a popular video sharing service. Therefore, Alice registers for an account on YouTube with the username allie after she discovers that the username alice is already in use by another user. Alice uploads her videos on YouTube and shares links to these videos with her followers on Twitter by manually copying links to her Twitter profile. However, Alice soon starts to find the task of manually updating her Twitter profile every time she uploads a YouTube video to be an arduous and mundane activity. Alice searches around the YouTube website for a solution and finds that YouTube provides a feature to connect her YouTube profile with her Twitter profile to automatically share her YouTube activities (uploads, favorites, likes) on Twitter. Figure 1 shows the snapshot of the activity feed sharing feature provided by YouTube. Alice eagerly utilizes this feature and connects her Twitter and YouTube accounts. This allows Alice to automatically share her YouTube activities like video uploads with her Twitter followers. Alice need not update her Twitter profile manually as an auto-generated tweet is posted automatically every time she uploads a YouTube video. Figure 2 shows a tweet automatically generated as a result of a video upload on YouTube via the activity feed sharing feature. Similarly, Alice uses other external services like LastFM, Foursquare and Flickr to share music, interesting locations and photographs. Therefore, her profile contains diverse information from multiple external services like YouTube, LastFM and Foursquare.

Twitterers can explicitly share links to content on external services via Twitter and enhance their experience. They may also leverage features on external services to easily connect their profiles to allow frictionless cross-network sharing. Hence, there exists an eco-system of cross-syndication and data flow between multiple social network websites like YouTube, Foursquare, LastFM and Twitter [3]. However, the
mapping of such social profile connections are not publicly available due to privacy issues and is a non-trivial problem as users could enter different information (both attributes and values) to different networks [4]. In the aforementioned example, Alice has different usernames on Twitter and YouTube. Nonetheless, it is clear that identifying such social network profile mappings could reveal the social footprint of a user [5], [6]. This information about the social footprint of a user can be of significant use to the concerned user as well as third party businesses. We present two real-world use cases to demonstrate our argument:

1) **User Data Privacy** – Internet users register on multiple social networks to avail unique features of each network. At the time of account creation, social networks generally ask users to provide certain personally identifiable information (PII) in order to cater to legal issues as well as to ensure hygiene. Users connect their social network profiles to facilitate ease of sharing and enhance their social experience on the Internet. Such cross-network syndication runs the risk of sharing of PII between the connected websites. For example, a user \( U \) using a social network \( X \) would like to avail the features of another social network \( Y \) to enhance his social experience on \( X \). During registration, \( X \) and \( Y \) may have both asked for some PII from \( U \) which may or may not be the same. Due to privacy concerns, \( U \) may not want \( X \) and \( Y \) exchange her PII, explicitly or implicitly. Table I shows the PII attributes available with different social networks. Therefore, a social identity mapping service which maps \( U \) on \( X \) and \( Y \) could help \( U \) identify his own social footprint. Such a service would also increase privacy awareness about user’s data to prevent him from PII leakage threats like identity thefts [7].

2) **Digital Marketing** – Twitter is an immensely popular social media for marketing and advertising [8]. Digital marketing teams create advertisement plans depending on customer requirements and generate marketing roadmaps based on customer engagement and demographic. Hence, it would be important for businesses to have access to as much customer information as available. Mapping users’ social identities across networks can help businesses access and harness significantly more customer information. For example, a user \( U \) connects his Twitter profile to his Foursquare profile to enhance his location-sharing experience on Twitter. Mapping \( U \) from Twitter to Foursquare could aid businesses to provide location-sensitive advertisements and services. Therefore, social profile identity mapping can aid businesses for various purposes like targeted or contextual advertisements.

The specific research aim of this paper is to exploit activity feed sharing patterns on Twitter to infer a user’s social identity mapping across multiple social media services like Flickr, YouTube, LastFm and Foursquare in order to assist real-world applications like user data privacy awareness and digital marketing.

### II. Research Contributions

In this section, we present the novel contribution of our work in context of existing literature on social profile identity mapping:
1) Investigation of activity feed sharing patterns for social profile identity mapping – The investigation of mining activity feed sharing patterns for social profile identity mapping is a unique contribution in context to previous approaches [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Activity Feed sharing is a popular feature utilized by users on various social media. YouTube reports that nearly 17 million people connect their YouTube accounts to another social network and over 12 million people share their YouTube activity on at least one social network [15]. We mine this information flow to demonstrate an extremely low-cost, elegant and efficient technique to map social profiles across different networks.

2) First focused study on social profile identity mapping on Twitter – To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical study to focus on mapping Twitter profiles to other networks. We acknowledge that there are generic solutions which are applicable to social networks like Twitter. But, these solutions use Twitter as a test-bed for experiments and do not consider specific properties of Twitter as a whole [11]. In contrast, we focus on the activity feed sharing patterns in tweets which are generated due to profile connections as illustrated in Figure 2. Mining tweets to identify Twitter profiles on other networks is a novel contribution in context to previous work.

With respect to the above points, we provide a fresh perspective to the problem of using Twitter for social profile identification of users across other social networks.

III. SOLUTION APPROACH

In this section, we first define our problem statement and then discuss our novel solution approach for social profile identity mapping by exploiting activity feed using Twitter.

A. Problem Statement

Let $u_{S_j}$ denote a registered user on a social network $S_j$. Let $\{P_1 \ldots P_n\}$ be the text patterns, originated due to activity feeds, for social networks $\{S_1 \ldots S_n\}$. Given a tuple $(u_{T}, \mathcal{T}, p)$ where $u_{T}$ is a twitter user who has posted a set of tweets $\mathcal{T}$ containing a set of patterns $p \subseteq \{P_1 \ldots P_n\}$. Our goal is to find $(u_{S_1}, \ldots , u_{S_n})$ which are the profiles mappings of user $u_{T}$ for the social networks $\{S_1 \ldots S_n\}$.

B. Proposed Approach

Our solution consists of a three-step framework – Filter, Extract and Connect. Figure 3 illustrates the framework used in our proposed approach. We now discuss this three step framework.

1) Filter – Due to sharing of activity feeds from other social networks like Flickr and YouTube, auto-generated tweets contain common patterns. Figure 2 shows the common pattern in tweets generated as a result of sharing YouTube activities on Twitter. The first step of our framework requires identification of tweets with common text patterns for the respective service. The Filter block in Figure 3 shows the common text patterns occurring in tweets for external services like Flickr, Foursquare, LastFM and YouTube. We filter tweets according to these text patterns and pass them to the next block.

2) Extract – The auto-generated tweets obtained from the previous step contain explicit short URLs to the content hosted by the same user on another social network. We extract such short URLs from the tweets obtained in the previous step and expand them. The Extract block in Figure 3 represents this step of our framework. These expanded URLs are passed to the next block.

3) Connect – In the final step, we obtain the URLs obtained from the previous step and extract uniquely identifiable profile information on the external service like username or user id. We link the user’s Twitter profile to these external services. We now extract PII from the external social network and gain access to more information about the user. The Connect block in Figure 3 shows how profile information embedded in URLs can be used to link Twitter profiles to external services.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to build our dataset, we leverage the Twitter Search REST API to collect a random sample of tweets matching our filters repeatedly during the period of 1st December 2011 to 31st December 2011 [16]. The Twitter Search API takes a keyword query as input and returns a maximum of 1500 tweets per day matching to the query. In this section, we detail our experimental setup according to the framework detailed in our solution approach.

A. Filter

We analyzed the auto-generated tweets generated by activity feeds for external services – Flickr, Foursquare, YouTube and LastFM, and observed that there exists a common pattern to tweets generated via activity feeds for each external service. We leverage these patterns to create search queries which we then pass to the Twitter Search API. We repeatedly reformulate these queries until we are certain that the tweets retrieved for each query are a 100% match with the observed patterns. As described above, we then proceed to retrieve tweets matching these patterns at regular intervals via the RESTful Twitter API to build a database of tweets generated via activity feed sharing. We only need to identify the correct query string once for each service. Table II shows the query patterns used to Filter common tweet patterns and the number of tweets downloaded.

Apart from the text of the tweet, the Twitter Search API also returns meta-data like time, tweet id, source of the generated tweet and other related user information. We see that the source field id as a very good indicator for identification of auto-generated tweets. For example, tweets manually entered by users via the website are appended with the meta-information – via Web. Figure 2 also shows the source of the activity feed auto-generated tweet from YouTube as via
Fig. 3. Three step framework – Filter, Extract and Connect – for our proposed solution approach.

Fig. 4. Distribution of sources from which the tweets in our dataset were generated.

Google. Figure 4 shows the distribution of sources for the tweets in our collected dataset. We see that the major distribution of the tweets in our dataset are auto-generated by using the activity feed sharing features by external services like Flickr and YouTube. A small percentage of tweets are generated from other sources like mobile clients, desktop clients, social plugins and web applications. Due to immense popularity of Twitter, a large number of external applications and clients like TweetDeck\(^2\) and HootSuite\(^3\) have sprung up. Such external applications and clients provide a host of additional features to Twitterers including support of activity feed sharing. However, as is visible in Figure 4 these external applications make up a small distribution of our dataset.

### B. Extract

In this step, we extract the short URL from the tweets and expand these short URLs. We then extract the available profile information from the URL. Table III shows the information available in the URL for the different social networks in our dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Network</th>
<th>Input Query</th>
<th>Number of Tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>flic.kr -RT @</td>
<td>43438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>4sq.com -RT @</td>
<td>43245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>you.tu.be -RT</td>
<td>43319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastFM</td>
<td>last.fm/user -RT #nowplaying</td>
<td>13037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>143039</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

Queries given as input to the Twitter Search API for each social network and the number of tweets collected in our dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Network</th>
<th>User Information in URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>username or user id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>username</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>video id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastFM</td>
<td>username</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

Profile information available in the URL for different social networks.

---

\(^2\)http://www.tweetdeck.com/

\(^3\)http://hootsuite.com/

\(^4\)https://developer.foursquare.com/docs/responses/user
account; the Foursquare API returns the usernames/user-id of Alice on Twitter and Facebook. Therefore, we map these Twitter profiles to their Facebook accounts, if available, in addition to their Foursquare profiles.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we outline our experimental results and analyze these results.

A. Social Profile Identity Mapping

Table IV shows the number of unique Twitter profiles mapped to other social networks. Foursquare mappings contained the highest number of users while LastFM contained the least, indicating that there exists a small subset of users who generate many auto-generated tweets. Note that the Twitter Search API returns only the 1500 most relevant results to the input query per day. Hence, these numbers only place a lower-bound on the number of users who connect their Twitter profiles to other social networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Network</th>
<th>Number of unique users mapped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>14102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>32646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>22672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastFM</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>16934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter (total)</td>
<td>69496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV**

Uniquely Identified Twitter Profiles Across External Services Like Flickr, Foursquare, YouTube, LastFM and Facebook.

Our solution approach is also capable to map Twitter profiles to more than one service. Table V shows the number of Twitter profiles our solution approach could map to the number of services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Social Networks</th>
<th>Number of users mapped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>86430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V**

Number of Twitter Users Mapped to the Social Networks – Flickr, Foursquare, YouTube, LastFM and Facebook.

B. Unintended Personal Information Leakage

The mapping of social profiles across multiple networks leads to increase in access of PII of the user and various approaches have been proposed in literature to collect this PII [5], [6], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Table VI shows the percentage of publicly available PII attributes observed in each social network of our dataset. These percentages reflect a conservative estimate of the attributes in each social network. For example, if the contacts of a user were available but 0 in number, we do not count that attribute towards the final percentage.

Irani et al. propose a measure named “Normalized Attribute Leakage” in order to quantify the PII attribute leakage of users [5], [6]. We use the same measure to quantify the PII attribute leakage in our dataset under two settings – (1) with only information from Twitter profiles viz. without WhACKY!, (2) with the social profiles mapped to external services by WhACKY!. Figure 5 shows the “Normalized Attribute Leakage” for a subset of sensitive PII attributes under both the settings. Similar to our results, previous studies also see an increase in attribute leakage for all PII due to social profile mapping [5], [6]. The difference in the two bars indicates the increase in PII leakage for the particular attribute after profile mapping. We notice the highest increase in PII leakage for the Gender, Age and Location attributes. Therefore we can conclude that mapping Twitter profiles across other social networks can reveal more PII about a user.

In order to investigate if the PII leakage is unintended by the user, we manually inspect Facebook profile pages for 100 random users in our dataset for whom age, location and relationship status are available in one or the other linked service (except Facebook). We observe that 68 users do not list their age, 77 users hide their current location and 80 hide their relationship status on their public Facebook profiles. As Facebook makes this information available to all Facebook users by default, these attributes have been made non-public by users purposely opting-out [21]. This strongly suggests that the PII leakage we observe is indeed unintended.

C. How unique are usernames?

We study the uniqueness of Twitter profile usernames to their mapped networks. Table VII shows the percentage of Twitter profiles which have matching usernames on other social networks. Similar to previous studies, we notice that there is a significant amount of overlap in the usernames used by Twitterers on external services [12]. We also observe
a high overlap of usernames between Twitter profiles and their Foursquare profiles showing that one could predict a Twitterer’s Foursquare profile by a simple lookup.

It must be noted that our approach is not a function of usernames (or any other profile attribute) and hence, is able to detect a large proportion of profiles which have no usernames in common. As explained earlier, our methods rely only on the activity feed sharing patterns of a user, which provide explicit links to the user’s profile on other networks. Therefore, our solution is able to identify social profile mappings despite having non-matching usernames and other attributes without compromising on accuracy.

D. Duplicate Profile Detection

We observe that a few Twitterers have multiple Twitter profiles but connect their Twitter profiles to the same external service. For example, Alice wants to create two Twitter profiles to demarcate her professional and personal interests. However, she just has one Flickr profile and shares the same activity feeds to both her Twitter profiles. We notice the presence of such profiles and link the external service to both of the Twitter profiles. Table VIII shows the number of duplicate Twitter profiles on each external service. We see that 0.54% of the Twitter profiles in our dataset are duplicate profiles. Therefore, activity feed patterns could play a key complimentary role in solutions to detect duplicate users who operate multiple Twitter profiles.

E. Evaluation

We compare our solution with that provided by a commercial service – FlipTop – which provides a feature for social identity mapping. FlipTop is a leading social intelligence service which provides social information like social profile mapping about customers to businesses. According to their website, FlipTop collects this data from business data partner services and web crawls. We queried the Twitter usernames in our collected data to FlipTop API to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Table IX shows the number of mapped users across each external service for our proposed solution approach versus FlipTop.

WhACKY! is able to map more users for every external service than FlipTop. We argue that the use of activity feed patterns for mapping helps WhACKY! collect more and up to date information than traditional web crawls. It must be noted that the tweets resulting due to shared activity feeds are

---

5http://www.fliptop.com/
auto-generated and contain implicit links to a users profile on external social networks like YouTube, Flickr and Foursquare. Hence, the nature of our proposed solution requires no evaluation and is deterministic rather than probabilistic. The accuracy of our solution approach is directly dependent on the implementation of the matching patterns $\mathcal{P}$. Our experiments show that identification and utilization of these patterns is not only cheap but also easy. Therefore, our proposed solution approach guarantees 100% true positive mappings of profiles. Also, WhACKY! can be used to enhance the accuracy of previous approaches and alleviate the guesswork required in these approaches.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the closely related literature and position our work with respect to them.

A. Profile Information Based Methods

Profile Information or PII based methods are the most popular methods in literature. Motoyama and Varghese use web crawling techniques and scrape HTML pages linked to the respective profile to collect PII attributes for every user [10]. Vosecky et al. map profiles by matching PII attributes like username, name, hometown across social networks [22]. Balduzzi et al. exploit the commonly provided e-mail feature by social networks to discover and map profiles across networks [23]. Carmagnola et al. use a PII attribute based weighted matching method to find candidate profiles to be mapped [24]. Perito et al. investigate the uniqueness of usernames of a user across multiple social networks [12].

In all of the above profile information based approaches, the solution is dependent on a subset or the complete PII attributes. Therefore, they are sensitive to conflicting PII across networks. In contrast to these approaches, WhACKY! does not utilize profile information and hence, is not PII sensitive. WhACKY! is able to map social profiles with little or no matching PII across social networks.

B. Network Based Methods

Narayanan and Shmatikov propose a network topology based algorithm to de-anonymize user profiles across social networks [11]. Labitzke et al. use the publicly available friend network to match social profiles across networks [13].

Network based solutions utilize the friend structure of the network to disambiguate the user across social networks. However, network based approaches may not be feasible on social networks where the friend network of a user is not publicly available. Moreover, due to the rise of niche social networks like LinkedIN, the friends of users on both networks may not overlap. Thus, such networks require some amount of probabilistic guessing. In contrast, our solutions do not rely on the network information and therefore, require no guess work.

C. Folksonomy Based Methods

Szomszor et al. use tag-clouds from multiple folksonomies to link social profiles across networks [14]. Iofciu et al. use tags to match social identities across different social networks [9]. Folksonomy based methods rely on the tags generated by users across social networks. They hypothesize that tag behaviors are signatures of users and hence, profiles across social networks which have similar tag distributions across networks are likely to be the same. Folksonomy based methods are only applicable on social networks which allow users to define and use tags. Social Networks like Twitter, Facebook and Foursquare do not allow the use of tags and therefore, folksonomy based approaches can not be used.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we further discuss our observations and outline the advantages & limitations of our solution approach.

A. Foursquare API – Privacy Issues

During our experiments, we observe that Foursquare API provides an API endpoint to retrieve the twitter username, facebook username, e-mail and phone number given a foursquare user-id, if available publicly. Foursquare user-id’s are n-digit serial numbers assigned (without choice) to users apart from the usernames they choose at the time of account creation. An adversary could serially input user-ids starting from 1 to 15 Million (the number of users on Foursquare as per January 2012) and collect the corresponding twitter username, facebook username, e-mail and phone number of all the users, if available [25]. Hence, an adversary could use this to map users across Foursquare, Facebook and Twitter with minimal effort to collect huge amount of PII. Therefore, this Foursquare API endpoint raises user data privacy concerns.
demonstrates that our approach is computationally cheap and can link a Twitter account to four external services within seconds even on a limited Platform as a Service(PaaS) cloud (Google App Engine) [26]. The app uses OAuth flow to ensure users can only see external services linked to their own Twitter accounts (as we do not want to contribute to privacy violations) but there is no technical reason why the leaked attributes for any twitter username cannot be displayed. Figure 6 shows screenshots of our web application.

C. Advantages and Limitations

All our experiments were run on one machine with 4GB memory and 2.4GHz processor and therefore, is computationally cheap. In addition, our algorithm is elegant and requires no manual evaluation as the mapped social profiles are 100% accurate. In order to achieve this accuracy, we adopt a conservative approach and discard tweets which do not clearly fit the pattern identified. A major limitation of our solution approach is that it is restricted to social networks like Twitter. However, we argue that similar activity feed sharing patterns are observed on other social networks like Facebook albeit to a lesser degree. Our approach is applicable to all social networks which allow activity feed sharing. In a nutshell, our proposed solution approach is Cheap, Elegant, requires No Evaluation and guarantees 100% Accuracy. Our proposed solution approach can be used as a complimentary solution to previous approaches and can help increase their overall accuracy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We present a cheap and elegant solution to link Twitter profiles across external social network services. We exploit the text patterns in auto-generated tweets as a result of such connections called activity feeds. We also demonstrate a proof-of-concept of our solution approach by connecting Twitter profiles to the social networks Flickr, Foursquare, Facebook, LastFM and YouTube. We compare our approach to a popular commercial social profile mapping service and demonstrate the efficiency of our approach. Our solution is also able to detect duplicate Twitter profiles in the process, requires no manual evaluation and gives 100% accuracy. We also show that mapping of Twitter profiles to external services leads to an increase of unintended leakage of sensitive personally identifiable information. We also develop a web application to help increase user data privacy awareness amongst Twitterers.
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